In addition to the tensors considered in the earlier paper, the following tensors are defined and studied:
I. INTRODUCTION
( 1) and (2) where G is the constant of gravitation, dx f = dx[ dx' 2 dx^ and the integration is effected over the whole volume V occupied by the fluid. The vector and the tensor potential %$ij are related between themselves and with the Newtonian potential, 
In the further developments of the theory (cf. Chandrasekhar 1962) we have found that it is necessary to introduce the following tensors of still higher rank:
On contraction, the tensors T)^ and 33*^ reduce to the corresponding ones of lower order: and -%$ki-
II. THE TENSORS T)ij AND Clearly, ©¿y is the Newtonian potential induced by the "density distribution" pXjXj; accordingly, it can be deduced from Poisson's equation
The tensor ©^ is the proper tensorial generalization of ©¿ even as 33¿y is the proper tensorial generalization of 33: for ©^ is the "33¿y" induced by px k even as ©a: is the "33" induced by px k . With this last interpretation of ©¿y^, we can express it directly in terms of ©¿ and ©¿¿; for, according to equation (5), the tensor potential 33¿y is derivable from the gravitational potentials 33 (induced by the basic density distribution p) and ©¿ (induced by the basic density distribution times Xi); and, since the basic density distribution for ©¿y^ (considered as a tensor potential in its first two indices) is px k , it is clear that ©& and ©^ play for it the roles of "S3" and "©/' for 33¿y. Hence ©¿i;A; -d©A; SX; dXj (15) a relation which can also be derived directly from the definitions (1), (10), and (11) of the respective quantities. In analogy with equation (6) (18) and (19) from the other, we obtain d&ijtf d&iju l3fCV> , * cr> ~ -^ r ônS3yÂ+ 0ji2¡Si k -Oik%$ji
Substituting for the tensor potentials, on the left-hand side of equation (20) in terms of 35 and x (in accordance with eq.
[6]), we find, after some further reductions, that
The left-hand side of this equation is manifestly the curl of the expression in the square brackets, considered as a vector with respect to the index after the semicolon; and the right-hand side is similarly the curl of 35^ with respect to the same index (k). Accordingly, we may write
where xa is some symmetric tensor. Rewriting equation (22) 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is evident that the tensors described in this and in the earlier paper (Chandrasekhar and Lebovitz 1962a) are only the first few in an entire hierarchy of tensors that one may define:
ïhjfc... = the completely symmetric tensor which is the Newtonian potential induced by the "density" pXiXjXk. . ., .. = the tensor potential "33^" induced by px k xi. . ., . . = the tensor potential induced by px m x n . . ., $$ijkimn-• • = the completely symmetric tensor of even order, which, on contraction with respect to any two of its indices, yields the corresponding tensor of two ranks lower; and the Newtonian potential is the completely contracted scalar of this tensor.
And associated with these tensors, we shall have a sequence of superpotentials of odd orders:
.). (39)
It is clear, however, that these tensors of higher rank are not likely to be of much practical use as their "bookkeeping" will become excessively complicated. Indeed, even the tensors described in this paper (in contrast to those described in the earlier paper) are useful in only very special problems (cf. Chandrasekhar 1962) .
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